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In selecting a topic, we wanted to find a topic that appealed to us both. We’re both

interested in science, so we researched multiple topics relevant to science, searching for the most

intriguing. We discovered Norman Borlaug and the Green Revolution. We identified that in the

1960’s, the agronomist saved an estimated billion lives through new methods like shuttle

breeding and development of dwarf disease resistant wheat. We asked ourselves, “Surely, people

know about a guy who saved so many lives, right?” Everyone we asked knew nothing about him.

We found the perfect topic. Norman Borlaug and the Green Revolution established a new frontier

in agriculture, as it introduced new technology and explored new methods as a result. Despite its

success, many believed it harmed the environment and created economic issues. The Green

Revolution is considered controversial by some because it killed wildlife, caused salt build-ups

and the wheat required inorganic fertilizer and pesticides to produce the highest yields.

We obtained information from various sources. Websites and archives were our main

source for information. We obtained plenty of secondary sources from websites, and gained

primary source images from archives. We used books for pictures, quotes, and for perspectives

on the Green Revolution. We utilized multiple speeches, quoting especially from Borlaug’s

speeches. The usage of documentaries and videos was to gather information. Our best source was

University of Minnesota. They wrote about Borlaug’s life and the Green Revolution, providing

photographs of Borlaug and graphs of the Green Revolution’s impact. Borlaug attended this

university, so it had a great deal of information about his work as well as primary source

newspaper clippings.



We started our project by brainstorming ideas and thinking of designs for our exhibit

board. We did this while researching for weeks. After completing the majority of our research,

we started building our exhibit board. We began printing out our exhibit text, quotes, and images

and started organizing our board. We made our title board with wheat, chalk boards, beige paint,

and toy trucks on astro turf. We painted the main board green, creating a natural tone and added

props in front.

Our historical argument is that an agronomist named Norman Borlaug helped

impoverished people/farmers through the Green Revolution. To aid these people, Borlaug

introduced new technology and high-yielding wheat, pushing farmers into a new era, establishing

a new frontier in agriculture. Although a new frontier was established, it harmed the environment

and created economic inequality.

Our topic is significant in history because of the various accomplishments the Green

Revolution has achieved. The Green Revolution improved the world's food supply, but especially

India’s, Mexico’s and Pakistan’s. Without it, millions would die from starvation. The Green

Revolution paved the way in agricultural technology due to new techniques, but also harmed the

environment. The techniques used inorganic fertilizers, machines like tractors and pesticides,

which polluted waterways and killed wildlife. The Green Revolution bought us time, increasing

the world’s food supply, but with flourishing populations, a second Green Revolution may be

needed.
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